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MATT DRUDGE AND ISRAELI ESPIONAGE 
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By Tom Heneghan 

It can now be reported that Zionist internet mogul and CLOSET 
homosexual Matt Drudge is retaining an attorney as he now is a 
major subject of a Justice Department inquiry of ISRAELI 
ESPIONAGE AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
regarding America Global China. 

Another subject of the inquiry is Charles Cook of the Cook 
Political Report. 

Reference:  Cook, a Republican and arch enemy of duly elected 
President Albert Gore Jr. is the front man for BOGUS polls 
promoting both unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst 
Clinton and unelectable Rudy Giuliani. 

The Virginia Grand Jury investigating ISRAELI ESPIONAGE 
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES has fingered Matt Drudge 
aka Drecht for participating in orchestrated leaks with the 
assistance of homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Fred Thompson, 
unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, 
Bob Woodward of the Washington Post and former Bush 
Administration Karl Rove assistant Tim Griffin, in 
orchestrating a criminal conspiracy that was designed to 
cover up the Mena, Arkansas criminal narcotics and arms 
trafficking money laundry tied to the Bush-Clinton CIA 
proprietary America Global China. 



The criminal conspirators, along with ALLEGED Independent 
Counsel Kenneth Starr, attempted to blackmail the Clintons and 
frame then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. on an alleged phone 
fundraising case. 

Drudge/Drecht, an Israeli MOSSAD agent, was also White 
House whore Monica Lewinsky’s handler.  The alleged sex 
case that was brought against daddy Bush’s little stooge, 
Bill Clinton, was designed by the criminal conspirators to 
cover up the Bush-Clinton-Mena, Arkansas-CHINESE 
narcotics-arms trafficking money laundry case and focus 
Starr’s investigation on an un-impeachable offense. 

The Lewinsky card was played after the attempt to frame 
Al Gore failed, and Starr faced the prospect of indictment 
along with his alleged subject of inquiry, the Clintons. 

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and 
notable queens! 

Now it gets worse! 

Drudge/Drecht, a Khazarian Jew like Hillary, was an active 
co-conspirator with Karl Rove and unelectable Hillary 
lesbian IN-THE-CLOSET Rodenhurst Clinton in 
orchestrating the frame up of former Democrat Governor 
of Alabama Don Siegelman. 

Siegelman, a former FBI whistleblower, who worked with 
retired U.S. Brigadier General Terry Lee Reed 

(co-author of “Compromised: Clinton, Bush and the CIA”)   
http://www.amazon.com/Compromised-Clinton-Bush-Terry-Reed/dp/1883955025 

in fingering the Mena, Arkansas Dixie Mafia narcotics-arms 
trafficking CHINESE highway, was framed and removed as 
Alabama Governor by the forces of the Bush-Clinton-Karl 
Rove Crime Syndicate. 

http://www.amazon.com/Compromised-Clinton-Bush-Terry-Reed/dp/1883955025


It should then come as no surprise that the ILLEGAL removal of 
Little Rock U.S. Attorney H.E. "Bud" Cummins (Eastern District of 
Arkansas), replaced by former Matt Drudge-Bush-Clinton stool 
pigeon Tim Griffin aka J. Timothy Griffin, a former right hand 
protégé of Karl Rove and former research director of the 
Republican National Committee, is just an on-going Obstruction of 
Justice operation designed to cover up and perpetuate the 
criminal enterprise known as the Bush-Clinton-Mossad Crime 
Family. 

P.S.  MOSSAD agent and current Speaker of the House 
Nancy Pelosi has taken a $35 million bribe to continue to 
cover up the Bush-Clinton criminal activity for the purpose 
of protecting and enabling this Bush-Clinton crime spree to 
continue. 

Pelosi is aided and assisted in this activity by MOSSAD 
agent and Israeli asset Steny Hoyer, Democrat of 
Maryland. 

P.P.S.  It should be noted that emails and tape recorded 
conversations dealing with Rove, Griffin, Bushfraud and 
unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton are now in 
possession of the Virginia Grand Jury. 

Question:  Why do all of these people have direct 
communication with noted Israeli MOSSAD Chieftan Rafael 
Eitan?  The answer is obvious! 

One last note:  The Virginia Grand Jury is also looking into 
the role of Hillary Clinton’s campaign pollster and chief 
strategist Mark J. Penn and his lobbyist group Burson-
Marsteller in getting illegal campaign contributions 
laundered to them through Halliburton Corporation and 
Blackwater Associates, with the assistance of known 
Republican and Bush-Crime Family Syndicate hatchet man, 
homosexual IN-THE-CLOSET Charlie Black. 



Note:  Black participated DIRECTLY with James Baker and 
Karl Rove in orchestrating the overthrow of the year 2000 
Presidential Election. 

Reference: The election of Albert Gore Jr. 

There will be more details and updates in our next intelligence 
briefing. 

So, if you are listening Charlie Black, I have just started with you; 
and when I finish with you, you might consider getting your plane 
ticket to Ireland with the Bushes and the Clintons. 

P.P.P.S.  Our next intelligence briefing will also examine the cover 
up by the Bush Administration and MOSSAD Speaker of the 
House Nancy Pelosi regarding the funding of the Iraqi and 
Kurdish Terrorists by the Israeli MOSSAD and Rafael Eitan, 
who are now about to spark World War III, i.e. a Turkish 
invasion of Iraq with the aid of Iran. 

Message to TRAITOR Pelosi: You do not realize, but you will 
soon, the anger of the American People and the members of the 
Democratic Party of the United States against you, TRAITOR 
Hoyer, your unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst 
Clinton and Bushfraud-compromised Democratic Party. 

When push comes to shove and action is required to liberate the 
United States of America from this filth, unlike Congressman 
Stark, Democrat of California, we will NOT apologize for doing 
the right thing. 



 
TRAITORS 

The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 
http://a.abcnews.com/images/Politics/bush_clinton_070928_ms.jpg 

This TREASONOUS filth continues at this hour to 
threaten the family of duly elected, non-
inaugurated President Albert Gore Jr. in an attempt 
to keep Al Gore, awarded the prestigious Nobel 
Peace Prize, from running for re-election in the 
year 2008 Presidential Election. 

http://a.abcnews.com/images/Politics/bush_clinton_070928_ms.jpg
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And, of course, when all is said and done, 
and you turn your TV off, 

ALBERT GORE JR. REMAINS THE 
DULY ELECTED, NON-INAUGURATED, 

REAL PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 

GORE WON THE POPULAR VOTE BY OVER 500,000 VOTES 

The Bush Family Crime Syndicate 2000 Coup d'Etat Theft of the U.S. 
Presidency: 

• Bribed numerous judges on the U.S. Supreme Court 
• Bribed, coerced election officials in Florida 
• Intentionally created a confusing "Butterfly Ballot" 
• Utilized Choice Point software to ILLEGALLY disenfranchise over 

50,000 African American voters 
• Thugs harassed and intimidated Miami re-count  

Coup d'état Theft of the U.S. Presidency 
http://www.angelfire.com/journal2/davismi/bushtheft.html 

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS 
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly credible sources 
inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is 
really going on behind the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going 
massive deceptions and illusions. 

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THE-CLOSET" are a 
MAJOR threat to National Security being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion 
by self-serving, hostile entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of 
the American People. 

CLARIFICATION:  Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People are NOT 
the same as the WAR-MONGERING ZIONIST KHAZAR JEWS referred to in 
these intelligence briefings. 

READ MORE BREAKING INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AT: 
http://blog.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel
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